Can you find...

- Instructor Chris Koehler and a special guest returning from an adventure in the Pathway Outstanding Transporter
- A student team reading scripts for their MAPs skit
- NASA's Maven mission on its way to Mars
- A student shooting a comment rocket towards the gong
- Dr. Fran Bagenal explaining how ice cream resembles frozen hydrogen on Pluto
- A student interviewing an astronaut for STARS
- Students learning how GPS works with three strings
- Students observing the light spectrum with infrared glasses
- Chris joining class from a Kubi
- The Trail Mail inbox
- Students at the Moonwalk Dance
- Students answering daily Clicker questions
- A special guest demonstrating how drones work
- The Space Minor Program Coordinator, Ashleigh Bailey, presenting the Day in Space

Learn more about the Pathway to Space (ASEN 1969) class and how to sign up
www.colorado.edu/pathwaytospace/